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A one-to-one correspondence is established between the class of all equal matrix 
languages and the class of finite-turn checking automata. This checking automaton 
is provided with a counter in its memory to keep track of the number of turns of the 
stack-head. Several closure properties of this family are established. 
INTRODUCTION 
A one-way stack automaton (OSA) [4, 8] in which stack symbols are added on to the 
stack when the stack head is at the top of the stack while no input is accepted, but which 
does the "checking" when the head enters the stack, is a checking automaton (CA) [7]. 
In this paper, we introduce afinite-turn checking automaton (finite-turn CA) which has 
a counter added on to the memory of a CA. This automaton continues to add new stack 
symbols as long as the stack head is at the "top of the stack", counter eading is zero, 
and the input is null. Once the head enters the stack, it can only scan the interior in a 
read only mode. At any time it is possible to increase the number in the counter by one, 
and then the stack head moves simultaneously to the bottom of the stack. This finite- 
turn CA is a machine-realization f the class of equal matrix languages (EML) 
introduced by the author in [10, 11]. The family of EML also corresponds to sets 
accepted by multi-tape nonwriting automata [1]. 
The family of EML is properly contained in the family of context-sensitive languages 
(CSL) and intersects the family of context-free languages (CFL) [12]. The class of 
bounded EML which characterizes semilinear sets of words [11] provides an interesting 
family of unambiguous languages [13, 14]. The family of bounded EML is properly 
contained in the family of bounded CSL and properly contains the family of bounded 
CFL [12]. 
The study of operations on families of languages has proved to be important in the 
theory of formal anguages and automata. Many of the closure properties of pushdown 
automata [2] have been established for OSA [4] and CA [7] and these familes are 
known to be abstract families of languages (AFL) [3]. In this paper, we establish 
certain closure properties of the class of EML. The family of EML is closed under the 
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operations of union, product, homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, inverse 
homomorphism and inverse gsm mappings but not under star operation, intersection, 
and complementation [12, 14]. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we define finite-turn checking automata nd equal matrix languages 
and provide the notation necessary to establish the results of the paper. We adapt 
the notation and definition of one-way stack automaton and checking automaton as 
found in [7, 8]. 
DEFINITION. A k-turn checking automaton (k-turn CA) is a 9-tuple 
where 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
M = (K, 1, T, 3, 3b, C, qo, Zo, F), 
K is a finite set of states, with q0 the start state, 
I is a finite set of input symbols, 
T is a finite set of stack symbols which contains b, the blank symbol and Z o the 
initial stack symbol, 
(4) C is a counter capable of containing any integer j, 0 ~ j ~ k, 
(5) F the set of final states is a subset of K 
(6) 3 b is a mapping from K x {~) x (T -- {b}) X {0} into the set of subsets of 
KX  (T - -{Z  o,b}) X{0,1}, 
(7) 3 is a mapping from K x (Iw{E}) x (T - -  {b}) x (C - -  {0}) into the set 
of subsets o fK  • {--1} X {0, 1). 
The stack is a finite string Zo(T -- {Z0, b})* followed by blanks to the right. The 
leftmost blank is called the top of the stack. 3b determines the move of M when the 
stack head is scanning the blank at the top of the stack and the counter eading is zero. 
The stack symbol in the range of 3b is printed over the blank at the top of the stack, the 
stack head then moving one cell right to the new top of stack except when the counter 
reading is increased by one in which case the stack head enters the stack and moves 
simultaneously to the bottom of the stack. Once the head enters the stack, it never 
again returns to the top of the stack. 
DEFINITION. A finite-turn checking automaton (finite-turn CA) is a k-turn CA for 
any finite k. 
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DEFINITION. Let M = (K, I, T, 8, 3b, C, qo, Z0, F) be a k-turn CA. A configura- 
tion of M is a quintuple (q, w, y, i, j) where q is in K, w in I * ,y in  Z0(T - -  
{Zo, b})*, 0 ~ i ~< [y[ and j  in C. 
i denotes the number of cells from the top of the stack to the cell scanned by the 
stack head, i.e., i = 0 if the head is at the top of the stack, i = 1 if at the rightmost 
nonblank symbol, and so on. j denotes the number in the counter. 
We define the following relations between configurations: 
(1) If(q, w, ZoZ 1 "'" Z~,  0, 0) is a configuration and 
(i) (q', Z,.+~, 0) is in 3b(q, E, Zm,  0) then 
but if 
(q, ~, ZoZ~ ... z~ , o, o) ~-  (q', w, ZoZ~ ... z~z, ,+~ , o, o) 
(ii) (q, Z,.+x , 1) is in 8b(q, ~, Zm,  0) then 
(q, w, ZoZ1.-.  Z,,, , O, O) ~-  (q', w, ZoZ~ ... Z,,,Z,~,+I , m -~ 2, 1). 
(2) If  (q, aw, ZoZ,~, "" Z1, i, j )  is a configuration with i ~/ 1, j ~/ 1 and 
(i) (q', --  1,0) is in 3(q, a, Z i , j )  then 
but if 
(q, aw, ZoZ,,, ... Z~, i , j )  ~-- (q', w, ZoZ,, ".. Zx ,  i --  1,j), 
(ii) (q', --1, l) is in 3(q, a, Zi , j)  then 
(q, aw, ZoZ ~ "" Zx ,  i , j )  ~ (q', w, ZoZ,,,.... Zx,  m + 1, j + 1). 
We note that in 2(i) if i --  1, no move is possible since i --  1 = 0, and it will mean 
that the stack head reaches the top of the stack when the counter reading is different 
from zero. Also in 2(ii) i f j  : -  k, then no move is possible since the counter can contain 
only integers up to k. 
b* . b 
The relations ~,  ~- are the transitive, reflexwe closures of ~--, ~--. 
DEFINITION. The set of words accepted by the k-turn CA M is defined to be 
T(M)  {w/(qo, w, Zo , O, O) b* = ~---(q,w, ZoY, l y I+ l ,  1 )~- (q ' ,~ ,Zoy ,  i ,k) ,  q' in F, 
w in I*, y in (T --  {Zo, b})*}. 
Initially, qo is the state of the k-turn CA and all stack cells contain the blank symbol b 
except the leftmost which contains Z 0 . The stack head initially scans the cell 
immediately to the right of the one holding Z o (i.e., top of the stack), and stack symbols 
are added on to the stack as long as the head remains on top of the stack and the counter 
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reading is zero. At any time when the counter reading is increased by one, the stack 
head moves simultaneously to the bottom of the stack. 
DEFINITION. We define G = (V, I, P, S) to be an equal matrix grammar (EMG) 
of order k if 
(1) V consists of the alphabet I, the initial symbol S, and the rest of the non- 
terminals V N in the form of distinct k-tuples (A  1 ..... Ak)  , and 
(2) P consists of the following types of matrix rules: 
(i) a set of initial rules of the form [S--~flA1 "'.fkAk] where f l  ..... fk are in 
I*, S the initial symbol, and (A 1 ,..., Ak) in VN, 
(ii) a set of nonterminal rules of the form 
1 -+...flB1], 
Ak ~ fkBkJ 
where f l  ..... fk are in I*, (A 1 .... , Ak), (B1 ,..., Bk) in VN, 
(iii) a set of terminal rules of the form 
[ A1.ZI1], 
Ak----~ fk.] 
where f l  ,..., fk are in I*  and (A 1 ,..., Ak) in 1~.  An equal matrix grammar is an EMG 
of any finite order k. 
Notation. Let G = (V, I, P, S) be an EMG of order k. We write S ~f lA1  ""fkATc 
if [S--+flA1 ""fkAk] is an initial rule in P and w a =~ w 2 if w 1 = xlA 1 "" xkAk, 
w~ = xlv 1 "" XkVk with x 1 ..... xk in I*, and 
A1 .~ vl]  
9 -- is in P, 
Ale VIe 
and u *~ v is the reflexive, transitive closure of ~ .  A sequence of words w 0 ..... w n 
such that wi =~ wi+l for each i is called a derivation or generation of w~ (from Wo). 
DEFINITION. L _C I*  is an equal matrix language (EML) if there is an EMG,  
G = (V, I, P, S) such that L = L(G), where L(G) = {w in I * /S  ~- w}. L(G) is said 
to be the language generated by G. 
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DEFINITION. The rank of an EML is defined to be the smallest integer k such that 
L is generated by an EMG of order k. 
It is easily seen that a set is regular iff it can be generated by an EMG of order 1 
and that the family of regular sets is properly contained in the family of EML.  
DEFINITION. Let G = (V, I, P, S) be an EMG of order h. A word w in L(G) is 
said to be ambiguously derivable if there are two different derivations of w from S. The 
EMG G is said to be ambiguous if there is some word in L(G) which is ambiguously 
derivable. A grammar which is not ambiguous i said to be unambiguous. A language L 
is said to be unambiguous if there is at least one unambiguous grammar generating it. 
DEFINITION. A k-turn CA M = (K, I, T, 3, ~b, C, q0, Z0, F) is said to be unambiguous 
if for each word w in T(M) there is at most (and thus exactly) one sequence of configura- 
tions of the form (qo, w, Zo, O, O) ~- (q, Zoy, i, k) with q in F. Thus a k-turn CA M is 
unambiguous iff each word w in T(M) is accepted by exactly one sequence of moves. 
2. FINITE-TURN CA AND EML 
We now prove that the family of sets accepted by finite-turn CA coincides with the 
family of EML. 
THEOREM 2.1. I l L  is an EML generated by an EMG G of order k, then there is a 
k-turn CA M such that L -- T(M). Further, if G is unambiguous then M is unambiguous. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that G consists of a single initial 
rule of the type [S -+ A 1 "-/]k] and that every fi , i -- l ..... k in every nonterminal 
and terminal rule of G is in I u {~}. 
Let all the production rules in P be numbered 0, 1,..., m (0 corresponding to the 
initial rule). The k-turn CA M is given by M = (K, I, T, 8, 3~, C, qo, Zo, F) with 
T = {Zi/i = 0,..., m} u {b}. (We associate a stack symbol with each of the production 
rules in P.) K and F are obtained uring the construction. The mappings are defined 
as follows: 
(la) ~.(qo, ~, Zo, O) = (q~, Z~, O) 
b(qo, a;i, Zo, j )  = (qi, --1, 0), j = l .... , k 
with qi in K but not inF, for every pair (0, i) of rules of the form [S --+ -//1 "" Ak], 
[ A1 a .A , i  
A~ --~ a~,iAki 
where (Ali .... , Aki) J- (A1 ..... A~), a:i in I t3 {E},j - - -  1 ..... k. 
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(lb) 
then in addition to (la) 
3b(q, E, Z, , O) = (q~ , Z, , O) 
3(q,, a~i, Zi, j) = (q,, --1, 0), 
(lc) Whereas if the i-th rule is terminal as 
However, if the i-th rule is recursive, i.e., (Ali ,..., Aki) = (At  ..... A~), 
j = 1,..., k 
then 
A -~ ali] 
"*"  
kAle ~ aki j
3b(qO, ", Zo, O) = (qo, Z~, 1), 
3(q o, aj, ,  Z o , j )  = (qo, --1, 1), 
8(qo, ak,, Zo, k) = (q~, --1, O) 
j = 1 , . . . ,k - -  1, 
with qi in F. 
We note that when the counter eading is k, the mapping corresponding to a terminal 
rule is marked by the automaton entering a final state but with no further change in 
the counter. 
In the same manner, for every pair (i, j) of rules, the corresponding mappings 
are written down successively without any unnecessary repetition. 
It  is clear that T(M) = L(G) and that M is unambiguous if G is unambiguous. 
Remark. It  can be shown that for every finite-turn CA an equivalent automaton 
satisfying the following conditions can be constructed to accept he same set of words. 
1. In K there are k -}- 1 distinct states qj , j  ~ 0, 1,..., k such that (i) these and 
only these occur in combination with Z 0 when the counter eading is j, and (ii) whenever 
there is a change in the counter, say, f romj  --  1 to j, the automaton enters the state qj, 
j= l , . . . , k .  
2. The range of 3 can indicate an increase in the counter only for those stack 
symbols for which 3 b indicates an increase in the counter. 
3. A word is accepted if and only when the counter reading is k and the stack 
head is scanning the rightmost nonblank symbol. 
THEOREM 2.2. I f  M is a k-turn CA, then there is an EMG G of order k such that 
T(M) = L( G). Further, if M is unambiguous, then G is unambiguous. 
Proof. Let M = (K, L T, 3, 3b, C, q0, Z0, F) be a k-turn CA. We shall assume 
that M satisfies the conditions in the remark. 
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We now define the production rules of G combining suitable mappings of M. 
(1) The initial rule of G is [S ~ (ql, Zo) "" (qk, Zo)], where q; , j  ---- 1 ..... k are 
the unique states mentioned above. 
(2a) [(ql , Zo) -+ ali(qli , 
[(qk, Zo) ~ aki(q~i , Zi) J  
for every pair (Z o , Zi) of stack symbols uch that 
~o(qo, ~, Zo, O) -- (qoi , Zi , 0), 
~(q;, aji, Zo, j )  = (q~i, - - l ,  0), j == l,..., k 
(2b) If in addition we have 
~b(qo,, r Z i ,  O) -- (qoi, Zi ,  0), 
8(q;i, as,, Z i , j )  = (q~i, --1, 0), j - 1,..., k, 
then we have the additional recursive rule 
(2c) But if 
(qll,  Zi) -~ ali(qli, Zi)] 
[(qk~, Zi) --~ ak~(qk~ , Z,)] 
3~(qo, e, Z0, O) ---- (qx, Z~, 1), 
~(qJ, aJi, Zo,  J) = (qJ+l, Zi ,  1), 
(q~, a~,, Zo, k) = (q', Z~, 0), 
then the corresponding rule is terminal as 
(ql, Z0) -~  ali] 
[_(qt~ , Zo) ~ al:iJ 
j = l , . . . , k - -  1, 
Similarly for pairs (Z i ,  Z;) the corresponding rules are written down. P consists 
of all the production rules and V-  I -  {S} the set of k-tuples of nonterminals 
obtained above. 
It is clear that G generates the set of words accepted by M and that G is unambiguous 
if M is unambiguous. 
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The equivalence of the family of EML with the sets accepted by finite-turn CA 
establishes its proper inclusion in the family of nonerasing one-way stack automata, 
and hence in the family of CSL. This is seen from the existence of a nonerasing OSA 
language such as {a"2/n >/ 1} which is not an EML since an EML over a one-letter 
alphabet is regular. We can further show that the family of EML is properly contained 
in the family of CAL since {a'~/m is not a prime} is a CAL [7] but not an EML.  
3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In this section, a number of operations which have proved to be important in the 
theory of CFL [2] and which preserve OSA languages [4] and CAL [7] are shown to 
preserve finite-turn CAL, equivalently the family of EML.  The family of EML is 
closed under union, product, intersection with a regular set, substitution by a regular 
set, mappings by a sequential transducer, gsm, homomorphism, and inverse homo- 
morphism but not under 'Kleene closure', intersection, and complementation [12]. 
All undefined terms and the notations are as in [2]. 
The first result on operations concerns the intersection of an EML with a regular 
set. 
THEOREM 3.1. I l L  is an EML of rank k and R a regular set then L c~ R is an EML 
of rank ~k .  Furthermore, i l l  is unambiguous then so is L t~ R. 
Proof. First we shall assume that neither L nor R contains r Let G = (V, I, P, S) 
be an e-free EMG of order k generating L and L = T(M) ,  where M = (K, I, T, ~, 
3b, C, q0, Zo, F) is k-turn CA obtained from G. We assume that M has the same form as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let R = T(A),  where A = (K', I, 3', P0, F') is a deter- 
ministic fsa so that #(3'(p, a)) = 1 for all pairs (p, a), p in K, a in I. 
- -  t - -  t Define M = (K, I, T, 3, 3b, C, (q0, P0), Z0, F) with K" = K W (K • K ), V =r  • F ; 
~b and ~ are defined as follows: 
(la) $o((qo ,Po), E, Z o , 0) = ((q, ,Po), Z, ,  0) if 3b(qo, , Zo, 0) = (q,, Z , ,  0) 
with (qi, Po) not in F. 
(lb) If, in addition, 3o(qi , E, Zi ,  0) = (qi, Z i ,  0) then ~b((q~, Po), ~, Z i ,  O) = 
((q,, po), o). 
(lc) Whereas if 3b(qo, e, Zo, O) ----- (qo, Zi ,  l) then $b((qo,Po), E, Zo,  O) = 
((qo, Po), Z~, 1). 
Similarly the mappings are written down successively corresponding to pairs 
(zi, z3. 
(2a) ~((qo, P~-x), aj, , Zo , j )  = ((qi , PJ~), - -  1, 0), j = 1,..., k if 3(qo, a~-,, Zo, / )  = 
(qi , --1, O) and 8'(pj_ 1 , a~i) = P~i . 
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(2b) In addition, if 8(q~, aji, Ze, 1) = (qi, --1, 0) and 3'(pji , a~) = pj~, 
j = 1 ..... k then $((q~, Psi), a,~, Zi , j) = ((qi, Psi), --1, 0). 
(2c) Whereas i f~(qo ,a~i ,Zo , j )  = (qo,- -1,  ] ) , j - -  l .... , k - -  1, 
8(qo, ak,, Zo, k) = (qo, -- 1,0), and ~t(Pj--1 , a~) = p j ,  j • 1 .... , k, 
then~((qo ,p j _ l ) ,a j i ,Zo , j )  ~( (qo ,P~) , - -1 ,  1),j ~ 1 .... , k - -  l ,and  
~((qo, pk_l), ak~, z0 ,  k) = ((q~, pk), -- 1, 0) 
with (qi, Pk) in_P if qz is in F and Pk in F'.  
Similarly mappings are written down corresponding to pairs (Z i , Zj). 
From the construction it is clear that T(M) = L n R and that M is of order ~k.  
Further, when M is unambiguous we can take A to be unambiguous and hence M is 
unambiguous. I f  9 is inL and in R, then it can be accepted by a mapping in M. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. I f  L is an EML of rank k and R is regular then L -- R is an EML 
of rank ~k. 
THEOREM 3.2. EM languages are preserved by substitution by regular sets and the 
rank is not increased. 
Proof. Let L be an EML generated by G consisting of rules of the types 
(i) [S -+ .dl ... AI~] (ii) .-. (iii) ... , 
kAk --+ akBa. j INk -+ akJ 
where the a's are in Ik){ 9 Let "r(ai)= Ri (regular set) generated by Gi = 
(Vi, I i ,  Si ,  Pi) consisting of the following three types of right linear rules. (a) 
Si -+ xiXi, (b) Xi --+ yiXi ,  (c) Xi -~ zi ,  where xi, Yi, z i ,  in I i ,  X i ,  Yi ,  Zi in 
V i - -  I i . Let G consist of the following sets of production rules: 
(1) The initial rule is [S -+ A~ ' "  Ak] corresponding to (i); 
(2) Corresponding to (ii) the set of nonterminal rules are 
A~ ~ X21 X2l. ~ X21 X21 ~ $21 $21 --~ x~X22 X22 --+ y~X~2 
Ak--+ Xkl A [_Xkl --~ Xkl A l_Xkl -" Ski kSkl --~ Xk2 [_AXk2--; Xk2 
[ X12---~ S12 ] ISlk-1----) Xlk IXlk--~ Xlk [Xl~--~ B11 X22 ~ z2Sz2 | ... S2k_ 1~ X2k X2k ~ X2k X~ ~ B~ ! . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
[_X~ ~ S~ A LSk~_I ~ x~Xk~ [ X~ ~- y~X~ t_Xk~ --~ z~B~A 
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where (Xlr  ,..., Xkr), (Sir,..., Skr), r = 1,..., k are new symbols to be introduced. 
(3) Corresponding to (iii) the same set of rules as in (2) except hat the last rule 
is terminal as 
Xkk --+ z~ 
(1) begins generation of words as (i). One application of the set of rules in (2) corre- 
sponds to one application of a rule in (ii) with ai replaced by T(ai) and similarly for the 
rules in (3). It is clear that G generates r(L) and hence ~(L) is an EML of rank ~k.  
COROLLARY 3.2.1. I f  h is a homomorphism and L is an EML of rank k then h(L) 
is an EML of rank ~k .  
THEOREM 3.3. I f  S is a sequential transducer and L an EML then S(L) is an EML 
and the rank is not increased. 
Proof. The standard proof for CFL  in [2] depends on the closure of the family of 
CFL  under homomorphism, intersection with a regular set, and substitution by a 
regular set. Since the family of EML is closed with respect to intersection with a 
regular set, substitution by a regular set, and homomorphism, and in each case the 
rank is not increased, the proof follows in the standard way. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. I f  S = (K , I ,  A, 3, A, qo) is a gsm and L is an EML of rank k 
then S(L) = {A(qo, x)/x in L} is an EML of rank ~k .  
COROLLARY 3.3.2. I f  S = (K, I, A, 3, A, qo) is a gsm and L is an EML then 
S-I(L) = {x in I*lA(q o , x) in L) is also an EML.  
COROLLARY 3.3.3. I f  h is a homomorphism and L is an EML then h-l(L) is an EML.  
It can be easily seen that the family of EML is closed under the operation of union. 
Further, it has been shown [12, 14] that i fL  1 is an EML of rank k 1 and L 2 of rank k S 
then LlcL 2 is an EML of rank k 1 + k 2 --  1. Ibarra [9] has established a similar result 
showing that LlcL 2 can be generated by an EMG of order k 1 + k 2 . Generalizing the 
argument in [5, 6] it can be shown that i lL  is an EML of rank k then (Lc) n is an EML 
of rank nk --  (n -- 1) and that (Lc)* is an EML iffL is regular. This leads on to the 
nonclosure of the family of EML under "star operation" and hence under 
"substitution". Thus there are CFL like (anbn) * which are not EML [12, 14]. 
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